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ABSTRACT: Molecular stacking modes, generally classified as
H-, J-, and X-aggregation, play a key role in determining the
optoelectronic properties of organic crystals. However, the
control of stacking transformation of a specific molecule is an
unmet challenge, and a priori prediction of the performance in
different stacking modes is extraordinarily difficult to achieve.
In particular, the existence of hybrid stacking modes and their
combined effect on physicochemical properties of molecular
crystals are not fully understood. Herein, unexpected stacking
transformation from H- to J- and X-aggregation is observed in
the crystal structure of a small heterocyclic molecule, 4,4′-
bipyridine (4,4′-Bpy), upon coassembly with N-acetyl-L-alanine
(AcA), a nonaromatic amino acid derivative. This structural
transformation into hybrid stacking mode improves physicochemical properties of the cocrystals, including a large red-shifted
emission, enhanced supramolecular chirality, improved thermal stability, and higher mechanical properties. While a single
crystal of 4,4′-Bpy shows good optical waveguiding and piezoelectric properties due to the uniform elongated needles and low
symmetry of crystal packing, the significantly lower band gap and resistance of the cocrystal indicate improved conductivity.
This study not only demonstrates cocrystallization-induced packing transformation between H-, J-, and X-aggregations in the
solid state, leading to tunable mechanical and optoelectronic properties, but also will inspire future molecular design of
organic functional materials by the coassembly strategy.
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Organic optoelectronic materials have gained increas-ing interest due to their promising applications indevices and circuits, such as field-effect transistors,
photodetectors, photovoltaics, and light-emitting diodes.1−14
Undoubtedly, it is especially important to precisely understand
the relationship between molecular stacking and optoelectronic
properties by crystal engineering, with the merit of very low
content of impurities and highly long-range ordered molecular
arrangements.15−18 Molecular stacking modes are generally
classified into three types of aggregations, namely, face-to-face
stacking (H-aggregation), staggered stacking (J-aggregation),
and crossed stacking (X-aggregation) (Figure S1).19−21 Each
of the stacking modes shows different contributions to the
optoelectronic properties; for example, H-aggregation with
strong π−π interactions facilitates efficient charge transport but
often leads to aggregation-caused quenching (ACQ),22−24
while J-aggregation with smaller dipole−dipole interactions
might ensure fluorescence emission as well as charge transport
properties.25−28 In most cases, X-aggregation effectively
prevents the ACQ and results in rigid stacking structures.29,30
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Extensive efforts have been made to understand how the
stacking mode affects the optoelectronic functions of π-
conjugated materials in different molecular systems.17,20,31−36
However, since observing the stacking transformation of a
specific molecule in solid-state crystals is highly challenging, it
is extraordinarily difficult to predict the performance of a
specific molecule at different stacking modes. Moreover, hybrid
stacking might confer synergic and collective effects on the
optoelectronic functions. While the existence of HJ aggregates
has been rationalized by Kasha’s exciton theory in both
molecular and polymer assemblies,37−41 direct experimental
structural verification of hybrid stacking modes (HJ, HX, or
JX) for a specific molecule by X-ray crystallography is still
lacking.6 Investigation of the combined effect of hybrid
stacking modes on the optoelectronic properties could set
Figure 1. (a) Chemical structures of 4,4′-Bpy and AcA. (b) Proposed intermolecular hydrogen bonding between pyridine and carboxylic
acid. (c, d) SEM images of (c) 4,4′-Bpy and (d) 4,4′-Bpy/AcA crystals. (e, f) Fluorescence microscopy images of (e) 4,4′-Bpy and (f) 4,4′-
Bpy/AcA crystals. (g, h) Excitation and emission of (g) 4,4′-Bpy and (h) 4,4′-Bpy/AcA crystals. (i) DSC and TGA spectra of 4,4′-Bpy and
4,4′-Bpy/AcA crystals. (j) CD spectra of the 4,4′-Bpy, AcA, and 4,4′-Bpy/AcA crystals. (k) Powder XRD of the 4,4′-Bpy, AcA, and 4,4′-Bpy/
AcA crystals. (l) Raman spectra of the 4,4′-Bpy, AcA, and 4,4′-Bpy/AcA crystals. (m) 1H NMR spectra of 4,4′-Bpy, AcA, and 4,4′-Bpy/AcA
in D2O. (n) Chemical shift of
1H NMR of 4,4′-Bpy/AcA, compared to the single components.
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the basis for future molecular design of organic functional
materials.
Herein, we report an unexpected transition from H- to J-
and X-aggregation of a simple aromatic molecule, 4,4′-
bipyridine (4,4′-Bpy), by coassembling with a nonaromatic
molecule, N-acetyl-L-alanine (AcA) (Figure 1a). The coassem-
bly between 4,4′-Bpy and AcA is fully characterized by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), fluorescence microscopy
(FM), circular dichroism (CD), Raman spectroscopy, Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR), powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD),
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and X-ray crystallog-
raphy. The hybrid stacking aggregation results in modulation
of the physicochemical properties of the cocrystal, such as
needle bundle shape, large red-shift emission, enhanced
chirality, improved thermal stability, and mechanical proper-
ties. We further explore the effect of molecular stacking
transition on optoelectronic functions in single and cocrystals.
These results directly demonstrate the cocrystallization-
induced stacking transition for an aromatic molecule in the
solid state and suggest potential future applications for tunable
optoelectronic properties of single- and multiple-component
crystals formed by very simple molecules.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on the intermolecular hydrogen bonding between
pyridine and carboxylic acid,42−44 Feng et al. found the
regulation of supramolecular chirality of nanofibrils by the
coassembly approach, which showed important effects on the
cell adhesion and proliferation in chiral hydrogels.45−48
Inspired by previous studies, we would like to develop organic
optoelectronic crystals by very simple building blocks and
decipher the relationship between properties and molecular
arrangements. Thus, we selected a rigid aromatic molecule,
4,4′-Bpy, as a model and studied its cocrystallization with
different acetylated amino acids (e.g., glycine, alanine, phenyl-
alanine, tyrosine). However, we can only observe the cocrystals
with good quality between 4,4′-Bpy and AcA due to the
formation of intermolecular hydrogen bonding (Figure 1a,b).
The two compounds were individually dissolved in methanol
and mixed at the molar ratio of 4,4′-Bpy/AcA (1:2) owing to
the number of pyridines and carboxylic acids in 4,4′-Bpy and
AcA, which was slowly evaporated to generate the crystalline
solids at room temperature. We first checked the morphology
of the three crystals by SEM. Long needle crystals 40−50 μm
in width and short bulk crystals 500−800 μm in width were
observed for 4,4′-Bpy and AcA, respectively (Figure 1c and
Figure S2). However, entangled needle bundles approximately
100 μm in width were observed for a 4,4′-Bpy/AcA mixture
(Figure 1d), indicating the fabrication of different crystals
composed of two building units with completely different
characteristics from their individual crystals. The emissions of
the three crystals were further studied in situ by fluorescence
microscopy (Figure 1e,f and Figure S3). The 4,4′-Bpy single
crystal could emit blue fluorescence under UV light excitation
due to its inherent conjugated aromatic nature, while, as
expected, the nonaromatic AcA showed no fluorescence. The
crystal obtained from 4,4′-Bpy/AcA was found to exhibit green
emission under blue light excitation, indicating the packing
change of 4,4′-Bpy and the red-shifted emission in the
coasembled crystalline state. The maximum excitation and
emission wavelengths examined by fluorescence spectropho-
tometry using 3D scanning mode were 350/418 nm and 400/
500 nm for 4,4′-Bpy and 4,4′-Bpy/AcA crystals, respectively,
confirming the red-shift of excitation and emission by
coaggregation and in good agreement with the fluorescent
images (Figure 1g,h). A red-shift of absorption was also
observed in the UV−vis spectra from 4,4′-Bpy to the 4,4′-Bpy/
AcA mixture (Figure S4).
The thermal stability of the three crystals was evaluated by
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) analyses (Figure 1i and Figure S5). The
TGA results showed that the 4,4′-Bpy and AcA crystals
remained stable until the temperature reached 56 and 166 °C,
respectively. However, the 4,4′-Bpy/AcA crystal degraded only
after the temperature reached 105 °C. Endothermic peaks in
the DSC curve were observed for all three crystals at 70, 112,
and 197 °C (4,4′-Bpy), 100 and 219 °C (4,4′-Bpy/AcA), and
128 and 219 °C (AcA). The endothermic peak at 70 °C (4,4′-
Bpy) represents the weight loss of water molecules, and other
endothermic peaks at 112 °C (4,4′-Bpy), 100 °C (4,4′-Bpy/
AcA), and 128 °C (AcA) represent the melting point of
crystals showing no weight loss. These results suggest an
improved thermal stability for 4,4′-Bpy by coassembly with
AcA. In addition, the supramolecular chirality of the crystals
was studied by CD spectra.49,50 Both single crystals showed
very weak chirality, producing a near baseline signal, but a
much higher intensity of ellipticity was produced in the
coassembly state, suggesting the formation of a supramolecular
chiral environment for 4,4′-Bpy in combined aggregation
(Figure 1j). PXRD analysis suggested the formation of a
completely different phase in the 4,4′-Bpy/AcA crystals,
compared to the individual crystals, as indicated by the
generation of different peaks (12.07°, 14.15°, 24.24°) and the
absence of several original peaks (10.47°, 12.41°, 19.54°,
34.08°, 34.33° for 4,4′-Bpy, 11.54°, 15.56°, 23.08°, 27.88° for
AcA) (Figure 1k, Table S1). The presence of several
characteristic peaks of both individual crystals in combined
state along with the appearance of different peaks indicated the
formation of a cocrystal of 4,4′-Bpy with AcA.
To elucidate the intermolecular hydrogen bonding formed
between the carboxylic acid in AcA and pyridine in 4,4′-Bpy,
Raman spectroscopy was first used with the laser applied to the
crystal surface for collecting signals (Figure S6). Entirely
different peaks were observed in the Raman spectrum of the
cocrystal compared to the single crystals. The missing peak at
1707 cm−1 ascribed to the carboxylic acid of AcA suggested
hydrogen bonding between carboxylic acid and pyridine in the
4,4′-Bpy/AcA cocrystal (Figure 1l). Similarly, the peak of the
AcA carboxylic acid at 1701 cm−1 in the FTIR was absent and
shifted to 1661 cm−1, in agreement with the Raman results
(Figure S7). Using 1H NMR, the chemical shifts of hydrogen
atoms of the three crystal samples were examined, and the
hydrogen atoms were labeled in the chemical structures of 4,4′-
Bpy and AcA (Figure 1m,n, Figure S8). The 1H NMR spectra
revealed that after coassembly the hydrogen atoms (Ha, Hb) in
4,4′-Bpy showed a large downfield shift, while the hydrogen
atoms (Hc, Hd, He) in AcA showed a slightly upfield shift,
indicating the formation of a 4,4′-Bpy/AcA complex with
strong intermolecular hydrogen bonding between carboxylic
acid and pyridine.51
To better understand the mode of molecular packing at the
atomic level in the individual components and in the
coassembly state, single-crystal structures were solved and
analyzed in detail. 4,4′-Bpy crystallized with two independent
nonplanar 4,4′-Bpy molecules and four water molecules in the
asymmetric unit (Figure 2a and Figure S9). The dihedral
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angles subtended by the phenyl groups across the connecting
C−C bond of the two 4,4′-Bpy molecules were very similar
(41.5° and 41.6°). The C−N bonds were nearly 0.05 Å shorter
than the ring C−C bonds. Each N atom interacted through a
H-bond with one water molecule (N1···H2B−O2), which
further connected to the next 4,4′-Bpy molecule via another
water molecule (O2−H2A···O1). This assembled a water-
mediated single-molecular chain of 4,4′-Bpy (Figure S10a).
Two adjacent chains were connected by face-to-face π−π
stacking interactions between aromatic rings and by H-bonds
between water molecules to produce a sheet-like arrangement
(Figure S10b). Nearby sheets were stacked by the action of the
21 screw axis such that alternating hydrophobic and hydro-
philic regions were distributed throughout the crystal packing
(Figure 2b). The experimental PXRD pattern of AcA crystals
was found to be identical to the previously published simulated
AcA crystal structure,52 indicating the same crystal packing
modes (Figure S11). One molecule of AcA crystallized in the
asymmetric unit without inclusion of any solvent (Figure 2c
and Figure S12a). Each molecule connected with four adjacent
molecules through H-bonds, two of which were via the amide
group (N1−H1···O1 and O3···H2−O2) and two via the
terminal −COOH group (O1···H1−N1 and O2−H2···O3)
(Figure 2d). In the crystallographic a-direction, the molecules
were connected in a zigzag orientation through head-to-tail H-
bonds to fabricate a higher order packing (Figure S12b and
Figure 2. (a) Asymmetric unit of the 4,4′-Bpy crystal showing H-bonding between 4,4′-Bpy and water molecules. (b) Higher order packing
of 4,4′-Bpy nearly along the b-axis with alternating hydrophilic regions, designated in pink. (c) Asymmetric unit of the AcA molecule. (d)
Hydrogen bonds between adjacent AcA molecules. (e) Supramolecular helical arrangement in higher order crystal packing of AcA. (f)
Building unit of the 4,4′-Bpy/AcA cocrystal. (g) Intermolecular hydrogen bonds between 4,4′-Bpy and AcA dimers. (h) Layer-by-layer
packing arrangement in 4,4′-Bpy/AcA showing alternating 4,4′-Bpy (orange) and AcA (blue) layers. The magnified images show the slipped
(left) and rotated (right) 4,4′-Bpy dimers and AcA dimer (bottom). N, O heteroatoms are colored in blue and red, respectively. The unit of
length for hydrogen bonding is Å.
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Figure 2e). Crystallization of 4,4′-Bpy and AcA together
resulted in the formation of a cocrystal containing one
molecule of planar 4,4′-Bpy and one molecule of AcA in the
asymmetric unit with a completely different molecular
arrangement compared to their individual structures (Figure
2f and Figure S13). AcA formed a strong dimer stabilized
through two H-bonds (N1−H1···O2 and O2···H1−N1)
(Figure 2g). The interlinked water molecules of the pure
4,4′-Bpy structure had been replaced by the AcA dimer in the
cocrystal. This dimer connected two 4,4′-Bpy molecules via H-
bonds (N2···H3−O3) and produced a wavy molecular chain
(Figure S14a). Adjacent chains were not connected through
H-bonds. Along with an interaction through the action of the
21-screw axis, the chains also interacted in a crisscross fashion
at an almost right angle (Figure S14b,c). This completely
altered the arrangement of 4,4′-Bpy molecules in the cocrystal
compared to its single crystal, with no classical face-to-face
π−π stacking interactions between 4,4′-Bpy molecules. In the
higher order packing, the cocrystal formed a layer-by-layer
arrangement where one layer was composed of 4,4′-Bpy
molecules interacting via different edge-to-edge stacking and
the next layer contained the AcA dimers (Figure 2h and Figure
S15). Detailed crystal data collection and refinement
parameters of single and cocrystals are summarized in Table
S2.
To examine the transition of 4,4′-Bpy aggregation from pure
single crystal to the cocrystal, detailed analysis of the
intermolecular distances and stacking mode was carried out.
In the pure single crystal, adjacent 4,4′-Bpy molecules formed
tightly packed aggregates through strong intermolecular face-
to-face π−π interactions with a negligible intermolecular
slippage (Figure 3a). The interaction angle was 90°, as
expected for a classic face-to-face π-stacking, and the distance
between these two parallel aromatic planes was 3.71 Å.
However, in the cocrystals, 4,4′-Bpy showed two completely
different types of aromatic interactions. The two adjacent
molecules in the original “face-to-face” stacking were either
slipped to head-to-tail configuration or rotated into a cross-
stacking mode of packing (Figure 3b,c). In the first case, the
solid-state organization could be characterized by slipped
stacks of 4,4′-Bpy planes with reduced π−π interactions which
showed a slip angle of approximately 30° between the adjacent
molecular planes. This classical head-to-tail solid-state
organization led to a stacking distance of ∼3.57 Å between
the two planes (Figure 3b). In the other arrangement, the
adjacent dimers rotated to achieve stabilization through CH−π
intermolecular interactions and form a cross-stacking mode of
packing. The large intermolecular rotation resulted in a
rotational angle of the dimer of approximately 44° with a
distance of 3.83 Å between the central rings of nearby
molecules (Figure 3c).
Depending on the center-to-center distance and relative
spatial geometry of adjacent dipoles, molecular aggregation has
been classified into three different categories of H-, J-, and X-
Figure 3. Packing of adjacent 4,4′-Bpy molecules in (a) a pure single crystal and (b, c) a cocrystal. The different labeled colors in panel c
represent two 4,4′-Bpy molecules. (d) Energy diagram of 4,4′-Bpy dimers for the classification of molecular packing modes as H-
aggregation, J-aggregation, and X-aggregation.20 (e) Dipole stacking modes in the solid state, including cofacial configuration (H-type),
staggered configuration (J-type), and crossed configuration (X-type). (f, g) Arrangements transition from H- to J- and X-aggregation with
panel f showing brickwork arrangement and panel g showing the crossed ladder arrangement.
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aggregation.20 The orientation factor k is usually used to
describe the dimer geometry in proportion to the splitting
energy and related to the inclined angle θ as k∥ = 1−3 cos2 θ
(Figure 3d). For the crossed stacking mode packing with
minimum slippage (θ = 90°), k is expressed as kx = cos α,
where α is the rotational angle of the dimer. In general, the
face-to-face stacking with smaller slippage (θ > 54.7°) or
smaller rotation is classified as H-aggregation, while large
intermolecular slippage (θ < 54.7°) and large intermolecular
rotation are classified as J-aggregation and X-aggregation,
respectively (Figure 3e). Therefore, the strong contact along
the π−π direction with large π-overlap and ideal cofacial
configuration of the pure 4,4′-Bpy crystal evidently showed the
occurrence of H-aggregation. In contrast, finite slipped π-
conjugated cores (θ = 30°) and large intermolecular rotation
(α = 44°) of the 4,4′-Bpy dimer in the 4,4′-Bpy/AcA cocrystal
indicated the presence of hybrid J- and X-aggregation in the
combined crystal packing. We further evaluated the energy
gaps of dimers and trimers for the packing transition between
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) by density functional
theory (DFT) calculations (Table S3 and Figure S16). The J-
and X-dimer and JX-trimer of 4,4′-Bpy in the cocrystal
exhibited relatively smaller energy gaps between the HOMO
and LUMO orbitals compared to those of the H-dimer and H-
trimer in the single crystal, which contributed to the red-shifted
fluorescence emission of the 4,4′-Bpy/AcA cocrystal compared
to that of the 4,4′-Bpy single crystal. Therefore, the solid-state
structures clearly revealed that inclusion of a simple non-
aromatic amino acid resulted in modulation of the crystal
packing of 4,4′-Bpy and transformed the molecular aggregation
from classic H-aggregation in the pure crystal to hybrid JX-
aggregation in the cocrystal (Figure 3f,g), which was further
analyzed by the 3D packing modes of both the single and
cocrystal (Figure S8b and Figure S15b).
Exploiting the mechanical properties of supramolecular
structures can prove to be very beneficial, due to their versatile
applications in tissue engineering, pharmaceuticals, therapeu-
tics, and optoelectronic devices.53 To probe the effect of
supramolecular packing on the mechanical properties of the
single and cocrystals, the atomic force microscopy (AFM)-
based nanoindentation method was used, allowing to bridge
morphological information to local nanometer-scale mechan-
ical properties with high resolution.54,55 The AFM cantilever
was brought to the surface of needle crystal samples on a flat
glass coverslip and retracted at a constant speed of 2 μm s−1
(Figure S17), and the force−distance traces were obtained
(Figure S18). This allowed mapping the surface height
topography and further provided in situ quantification of the
shape of the residual indents (Figure S19). Compared to the
Young’s moduli of the single crystal of both 4,4′-Bpy (0−17.5
GPa) and AcA (6.9−18 GPa), the highest value was observed
for the 4,4′-Bpy/AcA cocrystal (17.1−38.2 GPa) in topo-
graphic modulus AFM maps (Figure 4a−c). The statistical
Young’s modulus of the needle crystals could be calculated at
different positions after fitting the approaching traces using the
Figure 4. (a−c) AFM images of topographic modulus maps of (a) 4,4′-Bpy, (b) AcA, and (c) 4,4′-Bpy/AcA. Scale bar is 2 μm. (d−f)
Statistical Young’s moduli distributions of (d) 4,4′-Bpy, (e) AcA, and (f) 4,4′-Bpy/AcA. (h, i) Statistical point stiffness distributions of (g)
4,4′-Bpy, (h) AcA, and (i) 4,4′-Bpy/AcA.
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hertz mode. As shown in Figure 4d−f, the values of Young’s
modulus along the thickness direction were found to be 4.31 ±
1.84, 10.70 ± 1.07, and 23.76 ± 3.26 GPa for 4,4′-Bpy, AcA,
and 4,4′-Bpy/AcA, respectively. It should be noted that the
experimental values of Young’s modulus are in good agreement
with the DFT-calculated values of 4.2, 8.5, and 26.4 GPa for
4,4′-Bpy, AcA, and 4,4′-Bpy/AcA, respectively (Table S4).
Furthermore, the value of point stiffness could be further
calculated according to the force−distance traces in topo-
graphic stiffness AFM maps (Figure S20). The statistical point
stiffness values of the single and cocrystal needles were 81.61 ±
11.88, 169.75 ± 10.24, and 230.47 ± 9.93 N/m for 4,4′-Bpy,
AcA, and 4,4′-Bpy/AcA, respectively (Figure 4g−i). Thus, the
rigidity sequence of the three crystals is 4,4′-Bpy/AcA > AcA >
4,4′-Bpy, suggesting the higher mechanical rigidity was
achieved during the cocrystal aggregation process. These
observations could be ascribed to the stronger and tightly
packed supramolecular organization of the cocrystals through
the combination of hydrogen bonding and π−π stacking.
As the optical waveguiding property of elongated needle
crystals holds great potential for use in microscale photonic
devices, the optical properties of the needle-shaped single
crystals of 4,4′-Bpy were further analyzed. Fluorescence
microscopy demonstrated the 4,4′-Bpy crystal needle allowing
the propagation of photons along the longitudinal axis with the
photoluminescence emission light shown to come out from the
Figure 5. (a) Fluorescence image of the single needle crystal 4,4′-Bpy. (b) PL images of direct observation of waveguiding with local
excitation at the middle of the needle crystal. The red circle represents the excitation location, and the green arrow represents the out-
coupling of PL emission at the ends of the crystal. (c) Calculated dielectric constant and (d) strain tensor of the single crystals and cocrystal.
(e) Comparison of the maximum piezoelectric coefficients of different biological (blue) and nonbiological (green) materials, as well as 4,4′-
Bpy, AcA, and 4,4′-Bpy/AcA crystals (red). 1: 4,4′-Bpy, 2: AcA, 3: 4,4′-Bpy/AcA, 4: bone, 5: viruses, 6: fibrillar rat tail collagen, 7: tyrosine,
8: aluminum nitride, 9: zinc oxide, 10: cadmium sulfide, 11: PVDF. (f) Piezoelectric energy generation process of the sandwich structure
generator using organic crystals as active components. (g, h) Open-circuit voltage of (g) 4,4′-Bpy and (h) 4,4′-Bpy/AcA crystals obtained
from the generator in forward setups by applying a force of 56 N. (i) Linear fitting of the open-circuit voltage of 4,4′-Bpy and 4,4′-Bpy/AcA
crystals as a function of the applied force from 4 to 56 N in forward setups. (j) First Brillouin zone of the primitive unit cell of the 4,4′-Bpy/
AcA cocrystal. The high-symmetry lines and points are shown as well. (k) Band structures and density of states of the 4,4′-Bpy/AcA
cocrystal. The horizontal dashed line denotes the Fermi level. (l, m) Computed orbital charge densities of (l) CBM and (m) VBM bands of a
single 4,4′-Bpy/AcA cocrystal along the a-direction view. (n−p) Measured resistance of the single and cocrystals.
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terminals (Figure 5a), which indicates the photo waveguiding
feature of the crystals. However, 4,4′-Bpy/AcA could not form
uniform well-defined crystals, and the propagation of photons
to the terminals of crystals was not observed (Figure S21).
Therefore, the photo waveguiding property of the 4,4′-Bpy
crystal was selected and examined using an experimental setup
of local illumination microscopy (Figure S22 and Figure 5b).
By focusing the exciting light on the middle of the crystal (red
circles), the emitted photoluminescence (PL) spots were
observed at both ends of the crystal (green arrows), while the
PL emission could only be detected at the excitation area
without the photoguiding property, which indicates the
potential as optical waveguide materials for future optical
devices.
The non-centrosymmetric structure of all three crystals with
different packing networks suggests piezoelectric responses due
to the supramolecular internal polarization. We analyzed the
piezoelectric properties of the single crystals and the cocrystal
by DFT calculations (Figure S23). Cocrystallization increased
the shear stiffness constants (c44, c55, and c66) of 4,4′-Bpy, as
well as the dielectric constant of the crystal, and raised the
symmetry of the cocrystal (Figure 5c, Tables S5 and S6). The
values of relative permittivity (ε1) and dielectric constant (εr)
were 4.84 and 3.13, respectively, higher than both single
crystals. 4,4′-Bpy/AcA adopted an orthorhombic symmetry
similar to AcA, which reduced the number of piezoelectric
tensor components to three, compared to five for the
monoclinic 4,4′-Bpy crystal. Cocrystallization resulted in a
slight increase in the piezoelectric charge constant e36 with a
value of 0.025 C/m2 (Tables S7−S9). The maximum
piezoelectric strain constants (dmax) and voltage constants
(gmax) did not increase with cocrystallization. Instead, they
show intermediate values, between those of 4,4′-Bpy and AcA
crystals (Tables S7−S9). The 4,4′-Bpy/AcA cocrystal showed
higher magnitude of the d14 and d36 coefficients compared to
the single crystals (Figure 5d); yet all three crystals exhibited
piezoelectric strain constants on the order of technologically
exploited piezoelectric materials. The dmax values of 4,4′-Bpy,
AcA, and 4,4′-Bpy/AcA were 20.9, 9.5, and 14.9 pC/N,
respectively. This is comparable to different biological and
nonbiological materials (Figure 5e and Table S10), including
biological materials such as bone (6 pC/N), viruses (8 pC/N),
fibrillar rat tail collagen (12 pC/N), and tyrosine (9.7 pC/N)
and nonbiological materials such as aluminum nitride (5 pC/
N), zinc oxide (12 pC/N), cadmium sulfide (12 pC/N), and
PVDF (22 pC/N). Due to their overall low dielectric constants
(typical of amino acid-based crystals), all three crystals showed
significant piezoelectric voltage constants, indicating their
potential for energy harvesting applications (gmax = 1.15,
0.48, and 0.67 V m/N for 4,4′-Bpy, AcA, and 4,4′-Bpy/Ac-A,
respectively). These values are all higher than that of lead
zirconium titanate (PZT) and many of its lead-free counter-
parts (gmax = 250 mV m/N),
56 which are the most widely
exploited piezoelectric materials for sensing and actuation.
We further designed and fabricated a sandwich device by
trapping crystal films of 4,4′-Bpy and 4,4′-Bpy/Ac-A between
two Ag-coated silicon substrates, which was connected to an
external low-noise voltage preamplifier to record the piezo-
electric power generation (Figure 5f). The photograph of the
power generators is shown in Figure S24. The output open-
circuit voltage of both 4,4′-Bpy and 4,4′-Bpy/Ac-A crystal films
was measured during force application. By applying a pressing
force of 56 N, the values of the open-circuit voltage of both
4,4′-Bpy and 4,4′-Bpy/Ac-A crystal films reached up to 0.65
and 0.35 V, respectively (Figure 5g,h), indicating the higher
piezoelectricity of 4,4′-Bpy single crystals. Moreover, the open-
circuit voltage of power generators exhibited the constant level
of the values at different pressing points by time, which
suggested that both generators have good dielectric property
and much less current leakage was observed. Notably, good
linear fits were obtained for the applied force-dependent open-
circuit voltages from 4 to 56 N (Figure 5i), indicating the
piezoelectric response of crystals for the signals of voltage. The
measuring was repeated with reversed connections, and the
outputs were accordingly reversed, which confirm that the
recorded voltage signal was truly from the piezoelectric 4,4′-
Bpy and 4,4′-Bpy/Ac-A crystals rather than a variation of
parasitic capacitance or contact resistance (Figure S25). The
crystal with the strongest piezoelectric response was 4,4′-Bpy
due to its low symmetry and low shear stiffness, combined with
modest piezoelectric polarization, indicating that control of
symmetry is important for future engineering of cocrystals that
maximize piezoelectricity through synergistic packing of the
components.
Organic semiconductor crystals have attracted extensive
attention due to their intrinsic advantages, such as minimal
traps and defects, long-range periodic order, and lack of grain
boundaries.35,57,58 We further analyzed the electronic band
structures and density of states (DOS) of the three small-
molecule crystals by first-principles calculations. The first
Brillouin zones of the primitive cells are displayed in Figure 5j
and Figure S26a,b. Compared to the cocrystal, the 4,4′-Bpy
and AcA single crystals showed a distorted Brillouin zone. The
calculated electronic band structures and the corresponding
DOS of the crystals are shown in Figure 5k and Figure S26c,d,
showing the band gap of the cocrystal to be approximately 3.27
eV, in the range of semiconducting crystals. In contrast, both
single crystals showed a larger band gap value of approximately
4.7 eV. All three crystals are typical indirect band gap materials
since the valence band maximum (VBM) and the conduction
band minimum (CBM) are located at different K-points
(Figure S27). The orbital charge density of CBM and VBM on
different direction views was analyzed. In the conduction bands
of the cocrystal (Figure 5l,m and Figure S28), the orbital
charge densities of the CBM were only located in the
structures of 4,4′-Bpy molecules, while in the valence bands’
VBM, the charge densities were distributed in the structure of
AcA and partly in the 4,4′-Bpy molecules. Once the AcA atoms
experience electronic excitation, an appreciable number of
electrons transfer from the valence bands of AcA structures to
the conduction bands of 4,4′-Bpy structures, creating holes in
the valence bands. In the case of the 4,4′-Bpy single crystal, the
electrons transfer from the valence bands of water molecules to
the conduction bands of 4,4′-Bpy molecules during the
excitation process (Figure S29). In contrast, only minor
electron transfer was observed in the AcA single crystal
between the charge densities of CBM and VBM (Figure S30).
These findings revealed that cocrystallization decreased the
band gap relative to both individual components, which holds
great potential for future use as indirect band gap semi-
conductors. We also investigated the conductivity of the single
crystals and the cocrystal by using different light wavelengths
(Figure S31). Both single crystals showed a high resistance of
2.35 ± 0.15 and 4.87 ± 1.31 TΩ for 4,4′-Bpy and AcA in the
dark, respectively, which decreased 10-fold to 0.24 ± 0.04 TΩ
upon cocrystallization (Figure 5n−p). Moreover, compared to
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both single crystals, the cocrystal showed photoresponsiveness
in the UV−vis light range (365−460 nm), indicating its
potential applications as photoresponsive semiconductive
resistance (Figures S32−34).
CONCLUSION
In summary, we have observed and explored the rare example
of cocrystallization induced H to J and X packing transition of
a minimal aromatic molecule in the solid state. The molecular
arrangement and physicochemical properties of both single
crystals and the cocrystal were fully investigated experimentally
and by DFT calculations. The supramolecular packing plays a
key role in determining the properties of crystals, including
lattice stability, optoelectronic, and photophysical properties.
In this study, cocrystal aggregation-induced packing transition
resulted in red-shifted emission, enhanced supramolecular
chirality, improved mechanical properties, and conductivity,
which could be ascribed to the combination effect of hybrid π-
packing modes and intermolecular hydrogen bonding. These
findings directly demonstrated the unusual packing transition
between H-, J-, and X-aggregations in the solid state with
tunable corresponding mechanical and optoelectronic proper-
ties. We envision that the coassembly strategy will not only
provide insights into the mechanisms of structure−property
relation by X-ray crystallography but also inspire the discovery
of additional organic optoelectronic materials in the future.
METHODS
Crystal Preparation and Data Collection. Crystals used for
data collection were grown using slow evaporation. 4,4′-Bpy, AcA,
and 4,4′-Bpy/AcA (1:2 molar ratio) were first dissolved in methanol
at a concentration of 20 mg/mL. Then, 2 mL was deposited into a
glass vial and sealed with Parafilm, in which three single small holes
were pricked using a needle. The systems were incubated at room
temperature for several days. Crystals typically grew within 8−12
days. For data collection, crystals were coated in Paratone oil
(Hampton Research), mounted on a MiTeGen cryo-loop, and flash
frozen in liquid nitrogen. Diffraction data were collected at 100 K on a
Bruker KappaApexII system using Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.710 73 Å.
Processing and Structural Refinement of Crystal Data. The
diffraction data were processed using the Bruker Apex2 suite. The
structure was solved by direct methods using SHELXT-2014/5.59 The
refinements were performed with SHELXL-2016/4 and weighted full-
matrix least-squares against |F2| using all data. Atoms were refined
independently and anisotropically, with the exception of hydrogen
atoms, which were placed in calculated positions and refined in a
riding mode. Crystal data collection and refinement parameters are
shown in Table S2, and the complete data can be found in the cif file
as Supporting Information. The crystallographic data have been
deposited in the CCDC with nos. 1971829 and 1971830 for 4,4′-Bpy
and 4,4′-Bpy/AcA, respectively.
AFM Nanoindentation Experiments. For AFM experiments,
the crystals were dispersed and dropped on the microsubstrates. The
samples were then dried under nitrogen flow, and the substrates with
crystals spread on the surface were obtained. The AFM nano-
indentation experiments were performed using a commercial AFM
(JPK, Nanowizard IV, Berlin, Germany). The force curves were
obtained using the commercial software from JPK and analyzed by a
custom-written procedure based on Igor Pro 6.12 (Wavemetrics Inc.).
Silica cantilevers (RTESPA-525 Bruker Company with the half-open
angle of the pyramidal face of θ < 10°, tip radius: ∼8 nm, frequency in
air: ∼525 kHz) were used in all experiments. In a typical experiment,
the QI mode was used for the Young’s modulus, point-stiffness, and
height detecting at the same time (conditions: pixels: 126 × 126; Z
length: 0.3 μm; extend and retract speed: 80 μm s−1, Z resolution:
80 000 Hz). RTESPA-525 cantilevers (Bruker, USA) with a typical tip
radius of ∼8 nm were used in the experiments. The spring constant of
the cantilevers was 200 N m−1, and the maximum loading force was
set at 800 nN. All AFM experiments were carried out in air at room
temperature.
In a typical measurement, the cantilever was brought above the
crystals with the help of an optical microscope. Then, the cantilever
was extended to the surface of the crystal and retracted at a constant
speed of 80 μm s−1. The extending and retracting force curves were
recorded. The Young’s modulus values of the crystals were obtained













where F is the force of the cantilever, h is the depth of the crystal
pressed by the cantilever tip, α is the half-angle of the tip, E is the
Young’s modulus of the crystals, and ν is the Poisson ratio (ν = 0.3).
Typically, data from three to four such regions were randomly
selected to construct the elasticity histogram.
Point Stiffness Measurement. Assuming the crystal and
cantilever are two serial springs, the point stiffness (kmeas) fit from
the extend curve could be considered as the stiffness composite of the
cantilever (kcan) and the crystals (kcry). By regarding the mechanical
behavior of the crystals as linear elastic, the point stiffness of the








Fabrication of Power Generator. A silver film was fully coated
on a silicon substrate by the method of magnetron sputtering. Crystal
powders of 4,4′-Bpy or 4,4′-Bpy/AcA were filled into a PDMS
(Sylgard184) protective layer with a filling area of 1.2 × 1.2 cm2,
which was sandwiched between two silver-coated silicon substrates
serving as top and bottom electrodes, respectively. Kapton tape and
double-sided adhesive tape were closely absorbed between the PMDS
layer and the bottom or top electrode, respectively, to avoid the gaps
inside the device. A PDMS film coating on the top electrode of silicon
served as a buffer layer that can prevent breakage caused by large
impact force from a linear motor. A large glass was placed on the
bottom electrode for the measurement. Two copper wires were fixed
on the top and bottom of the silver films as electrodes connecting to
the outside circuit. Finally, a Kapton tape layer was tightly pasted on
the surface of the device as an encapsulated layer.
Power Generation. The power generator filled with 4,4′-Bpy or
4,4′-Bpy/AcA crystals was firmly fixed onto a stainless-steel plate. The
force from a linear motor was periodically applied to the power
generator (E1100-RS-HC type with Force Control, LinMot). A
Stanford SR560 low-noise voltage preamplifier was used to collect
output signal from the power generator. A force sensor (DYZ-101,
Bengbu Ocean Sensing System Engineering Co. Ltd.) was used to
record the driving force applied to the device. To avoid the
production of a Faraday signal from the environment, all measure-
ments were conducted on a Faraday cage. An aluminum foil was fully
coated on the power generator and stainless-steel plate.
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